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We Are
Helping To
Build Murray
Each Day
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Weather

Kentucky: Fair tonight with
the low 60 to 66 in the east
and 65 to 70 in the'west portion. Tuesdify: fair with the ,
high 95 to 100.
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YOUR rsooasssivs nwAR NEWIIPAPEX
IN ITS MO

-United Press

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, August 31, 1953
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WORK 1EGINS AT STOVE PLANT TODAY
•

r

Seen & Heard Mobile* Vlav Unit To Be In
Murray
Four Days
Around
MURRAY

SUN.
and
MON.

4
Sunday is normally a quiet day
und our place, but yesterday
proved to be the exception.

The hurrah began shortly after
noon when the twelve year old
v...lked in with a beautiful shin.
sr. To put it mildly, he had come
nap Contact with a bad tempered
w,,sp.

Flame old story. Trying to knock
down a wasp's nest and the wasps
didn't like it.

This particular wasp must have
heen..potent, because he made a
left
thrad-sIMITit )aieftnr--err
eyebrow.
By this morning the
eac was swelled shut.

A frantic cry of Daddy pulled
le away from a book Sunday ail...moon, and we rushed to the
cene• in the kid's bedroom.
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The mobile x-ray uni,
in
Murray beginning tuanorrow and
continuing through September 4.
Every citizen uf Calloway County is urged to take advantage of
this free chest x-ray.
For the benefit of those who
have never had a cheat x-ray. the
procedure is very simple. There is
no disrobing involved. Attendants
merely ask that all articles be removed from the pockets of the individuals shirt or blouse, and he
or she is placed in front of the
x-ray machine. An x-ray is .taken
and the individual leaves.
Several Murray doctors have expressed the desirability of the xray mobile coming to Murray.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth said, "I
am very favorable to the x-ray
trailer coming into this country.
I feel that it helps locate ieolatel
cases that might not be found be-

Two elderly men were involved
for
in an aleescation on 'be square
unSaturdillS Which ended in one et
them being stabbed
According to Chief .,.of Police
Novel McReynolds. Nick White.
Jerked the bed to one side and
we" geabed 4.
"
"
1
14
"
1.8
the four year old was revealed aw
be Danny Walker age 70 Police
lying flat on the floor, half afraid -two
the
men
said
were
tu-guing
we would find him and half atabout 11 .30 on North Third Street.
covers off the bed and when we
and again about 2:00 p. m.
raid We wouldn I.
In the second argument. Walker
pulled out his pocket knife and
the Proceeded to stab Mr White thrte
and
Pulled the mattress
dee fire shot out about a foot times, police said White was stabbed tsvo times in the back and
;I om the aptifle.
once in the arm
We couldn't see anybody
iho ameke pouring out from
t. r the bed.

City police took White to the
We grabbed the fire extinguishclinic, then to the hospital. He is
er that we bought from Piave.,
iri.5Orted` to be resting well this
Robertson last year, and began
morning and his condition es, listed
to pump the _stuff on the fire.
as fair He slept- fairly well last
night
It did the work all right, but
the
handed
to make sure we
Mr. Walker was taken to the
springs out in the back yard in city jail where he was locked up
ease' they broke out into flames for four or five hours He signed
again.
an appearance bond and was released
At the post mortem it was
No charge has been placed abrought out that the tour year
gainst him yet
old was lighting a birthday cake
candle under the bed with the
result that the bed caught fire.

Legionnaires
Open Meeting

.1 service

ATTS

The rest Of the day was fairly
uneventful, with the exception of
-- —
the .ix year old falling on his biSt. Louis, Mo., rtia—Some 50,000
cycle and knocking a wart off his
opened
Legionnaires
American
knee
their 35th national convention at
the Legion's birthplace
He bled like a stuck hog for the elle of
today against a backdrop of uneasy
'
several minutes."
developbomb
truce, hydrogen
extinguisher ment and United Nations crisis.
Bark to the fire
Members of the world's largest
It is about the
for a minute.
handiest gadget that you can have veterans' organization frolicked as
usual and scheduled a mammoth,
around the house.
10.4reetre pa.de
64- Ware Door
expected
fights were
over the
They don't cost much and when
national
you need one there is just no sub- Legion's stand on some
and international ir.$114.11.
stitute..
Prominent speakers
scheduled
to address the convention include
Yoe should call Flavil today at
Makes Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
216 and get one of them
Secretary of State John Foster
you sleep better at nigh?
Dulles, Defense Secretary Charles
E. Wilson, Navy Secretary Robert
whether
the
We don't know
E Anderson and presideets Georkids figured we had had about all
ge Meany of the AFL and Walwe could take tor one day or not,
ter Reuther of the C10.
but at church last night, we didn't
More than 50.000 Legionnalren,
hear a peep out of them.
armed services members and oth-er marchers will take part in the
Watching the city electric Mika
big parade Tuesday. It will pass
putting in a new light bulb in
the site of the Legion's
the alley across the street.
hare in September. 1919.
They use a
get on the
bulb
They
Rocket, just

long pole with it gadend that holds the
don't screw into the
push into place.

WANTED HEARD

Phone 324

Redrm. France let — isreneni;
Marchand. 50 a farmer turned tin
hale and hearty Sunday at his
home in neaihy St Jean T.1 PoPnlice and distressed
had been looking for him for a
month HO said he was in the barn
loft at his home all the time. "I
wanted to grow a beard in private," he explained.

Firemen Called
Two Times On
Saturday
_
Firemen were called twice on
Saturday
About 2:00 p. m. they
were called to a grass tire at 1302
Poplar Street The booster on the
Ford truck was used to extinguish
the blaze which was threatening
a barn
At 2-20 pm they were railed to
502 North Third Street where a
house was damaged extensively.
Firemen ?said that an oil stove
exploded, causing the fire,

fore it becomes an advance else
of tuberculosis...
Dr. Robert Hahs said. "This is
to urge everyone to take advantage of the opportunity to have an
x-ray of the chest, at tire mobile
x-ray unit, when it comes to Murray and Calloway County the first
week in September.'
Dr. Hugh Houston urged citizens to take chest x-rays with the
following statement, "As a practizing physician in Murray aril Calloway County allow me to encourage all citizens of our county
to avail themselves of the opportunity for a, free survey film while
the State Health Department trailer is in our county This method
is an inexpensive way of surveying the population for tubesculosire heart disease and other cnest
abnormalities.
"If any suspicion of disestee is
discovered, the patient should report to his private physiciaa for
ia—arOckup aFir•verire-iticifi'ST Zis-:
ease.
-The Kentucky State Medical
Association, representing organized medicine is co-sponsor with the
State Health Department in this
project."
It is a state law that all Grade
A food and milk handlers haw a
physical examination once each
year. including a chest x-ray. Officials said today that if all people
in this class have not complied
with this law, they should ava.I
themselves of the opportunity of
a chest x-ray while the mobile
unit is on the square this week.
The emanty high aehools will ebserve the following echedirle for
students fifteen years and over.
The children will be brought to
the mobile x-ray on the scnool
buses with their teachers.

Member Vote Saturday By
Secret Mot On Workissue
•

A back to work movement start- 'they are engaged primarily in
ed this morning at tha Murray
ttting rraehirory in sha_oe ter
Manufacturing Company bringing operaions.
to a close the costliest strike in
The furnace has to be maintain-the histqry of Murray an.] Callo- .ed also and put. into c...ndition.
The
Citi
,e
un
way
nty,,•
mern
bulk of the employees will, not be
f the CIO-UAW union back to week until the latter
part
saged overwhelmingly Saturday at of the week, they said, since
most
1000 o'clock to return to Work.
ef the week will be taken with
The meeting started at 10))
rutting machinery into shape for
at the court house. A secret vote operations.
was held on the issue and eetuius
Employees use being zontatted
showed that the members voted personally according
to duties that
five to one to return to work.
are necessary to be performed to
The Saturday before, the mum- put the plant back into
operation.
bers had voted on a back to work
It is understood that the con'
movement, but in this case it was tract will be for two
years.
voted down. An open vot.L. was
The stove plant, manufactulier
taken at this time at the meeting of a competitiVe model
Tappan
held in the Legion Hall.
Gas Ranges, employs about MO
The meeting Saturday was welt persons with an annual
payroll of
attended. with the Circuit Court approximately
52.000,000.
room at the courthouse filled to
The ten week 'Strike resulted in
capacity, it is reported.
a loss of approximately 11400.000. t
Plant officials said this morning employees'.
that about 80 employees hardWherr-the -rivers- hit—ttrr --itnrne
called back te werk thus ter and Saturday -afternoon that the
Plant
. —
-• was to resume operation, a noticeable effect could be sewn on cite-.
rens uf the town.
The closing of the plant has had
a detrimental effect on business
in general, and the outlook for tele
future prpsperity of the town and
county.
When a deadlock in negotiations
raccurteel after six weeks of idleness at the plant many Muriel:.
citizens offered their aid to bring
WITH STItt BURNING wreckage of an oil tank truck plastered eatable Its nose, locomotive of the Union
..about a settlement at the plant.
l'acific's train Portland Rose sits near Ault, Colo., brought to a sale halt by heroic "Casey Jotter engie
The following article about Mr.
ricer John Elsie, 62, Wheatridge, Colo. When the locomotive struck the oil truck, flaming road surfacMeetings were held between a
and Mis. Dees Roberts will be nf
ing oil spewed o'vecpthe train. Fireman, Paul F. Evans, 35, waa haled 160 feet to his death. The truck
citizens panel, the union and the
interest to many people in Callodriver had leaped to safety Just before the araan. With nr. lichisug-at him, engineer Elsie brought the
leay _County. Mr. And Mrs Roberts company, and a meeting of mincit
train to • halt two miles clime the track. He seffcred severe burrs.
f Wee-Ration& Sosipidpeofej
were formerly at Ifezel High was broosta about. Garth Venetia
Inn, Federal Conciliator, gav.J.
School where Mr. Roberts WAS
his time.
principal
After a rejectfhn of an airs e
Mr Roberts' parents live
lhe ment between
the company not
Hazel Highway.
the union, the membership 4 Vag
.. September A, g:30 a.m. Almo;
The article below was taken
12311 p.m. Basel; September e.
from the Lake Sumter edition of union finally accepted the agree111:31 a.m. New Cearieord: 12.311 p.m.
the Orlando Sentinel and ie dated ment reached by company :in4
LOUISVILLE. IN
About 30
union ..t a meeting last Friday.
Lynn Grove: September 3, 9.10
August 20.
sleepy bus-riders here unloaded a
a.m. Kirksey: 11:30 p.m. Faxen.
"Montverde. Flerida—Henry
Lt. Charles It Price of BuckThe Prince of Peace. in eehibit bus in record time today when
Dexter and Coldwater.
housed in two large trailers is on William E. Martin. 29. Louisville. ner. Arkansas, hint been released Roberts of Kentucky, new dean u f
the court square today. The exhi- pulled • gun .in his brother es he by Communists according to his the Mentverde School Ha; arrived
sister. Mrs. Arlie Scott et 210 N. with Mre Roberts and taken up
bit is brought to' Murray ,Dy the boarded the bus.
his work in shaping tip the facility
12th Street, Murray
Rotary Club, and admission is free
Police
arrested
Martin
reel
of charge
Lt. Price was shot deem in and enrollment of the atudent.
charged him
with "pointing 3
North Korea on February, 17. 1952 Registration Day will be SeptemBERLIN. Aug 31. itn--Th' Reds
The exhibit will be in Murery deadly weapon."
ber I. and class work will begin charged
while on Ma 30th mission.
today that Soviet zone
Martin claimed he had bought
until 900 pm tonight.
Mrs. Scutt's mother called last September 2.
Germans are using the American
the gun yesterday. He said he had night. at 11
"Dean
Roberta holds a R S de- freedom food distribution
00 pm. to tell of the
Figures are carved and are real- been beaten up
program
in a bar Friday gn.r1 news.
• Joe Thurman. son of Mr. and
gree from the Univerally at Cin- as a cover
for smugglinl !carets
istically arranged in the archi- eight by two brothers
and that
Mrs. Galen Thurman. Sr.. nir. Murcinnati and a M A from Murray foodstuffs
from
the
tecture
costumes
times
and
in the
Ruseianexcupi.
they had threatened to wnip him
ray. is now a resident of Phoenix,
State College of Kentucky, and is id zone
to West Berlin.
Arizona. On September 1 he will of Christ The exhibit tell; the on sight again.
a graduate student of Detreit UniThe
smuggling
story
the
Christ.:
life
of
chn-ges were
of
•
begin employment with 'the Rock
versity H. has had 24 years at ex- clearly
piamangada a fresh effort
Martin contended that a man
I.land Railroad Company in Phoeperience
in teaching and school by the Soviets
Paul Cunningham, note,g artist
and Corneminiet .
nix He has been the houneguest and sculptor worked for five years who boarded the bus was on. of
administration.
waging war against American food
of Mr and Mrs J. R Williams and carving the exhibit, after many his two brothers.
'Mrs Roberts hold, a misters distribution
program which has
son. Jimmy-. formerly of Murray. years of research.
Frankfort, Ky.- Dove hunters' degree from Kansas State College
"It was either me or him.- Marbeen it191fterine to Red prestige.
Lt. Billy P. Thurman, son of the
cooperation
avid
will be a very valuable and
is needed to carry nut
tin•saiii. "So I pulled the ;am beFood is scarce. in East Germany,
Murray citizens are invited to cause I was afraid he W.I.;
Galen Thurman Srs has just regoing a banding study in the southea d- Important member of the new fac- hut the official Communist news
turned from several week, of duty see the exhibit sponsored lay the to get me."
em states designed to find oot t:Pty. Dean Roberts has hart tit
err-vice. ADN. said buttter. e -gs,
in Greenland. He is now at his Rotary Club. t.S L Divelbiss .s
more abetit the migration tutees years experience in teaching are,
•
bread and meat are being taken
The incident occurecl at 7 a.m.
• president of the organiration.
home base in Greenville, S. C.
and life history of doves. the De- administration in a boardine erhoot
from the seetor.frontiere Ind sold
partment •of Fish and Wilallife Hr- and his wife six years id •experi- in West
Berlin-black markets.
source's stated todav
ince in the. field Some of this
ADM
. claimed the fond smugglWhen a hunter kills a dove thi.4 work has been done in wheelie in ing
activities of F.ast Germane had
has been banded he le asked to Minnesota. South Dakota, end Cali- the
apbroval and enenuragrcent Of
send the band with the name and fornia.
W.-st Berlin city officials.
address of the hunter. the (late on
"Joseph E. Hendricks of Plant
West Berlin offiriale estimated
which the dove win killed 'and ie. City. Chairman of the board and moon
F.ad Germans—far Smiler
'location ass well as the manner L. Neal Smith of Montvertier Pres
, the recent.- daily average—.de
lof obtaining the hand
ident
of
the
Montverde School, increa.ing Communist threats
.
, to the U.
prosS Fish
and
Wildlife
•
Service, have expremed Me:tome about the owes and intimidatme to enter
Frankfort. Ky —Kentucky's re- parks in West Virginia. Tennessee' never seen anything quire so mo- Washington. D C or he
Increasing
enrollment and grille- West Berlin and pick
rely turn
up pack:eves'
putation as a State most attractive and your state. and I cannot speak l dern for public uee as the bath over the liaand and• information in fection with the high caliber trainGermane who crossed into W. at
which and shower house on the bench. Conservation Officers or biologists, ing and experience of DPAA and
to tourists has been growing ra- toss highly of the facilities `
Acrlin (reirn the Soviet zone car see.
pidly this year, judging by com- you have made available for the., We had friends with us from St.
Mom than 200 dove'al have he-en Mrs Reberter wad the other memter to get food Aber. threatenel
ments from *visitor% received by comfort and convenience of thei Louis - whn con firmed the fact banded in the vicinity of Shelby bers of the faculty."
;today with logs of both their jobs
the Department of Conservation. public at Lake Cumberland State that it was the cleanest public and Spencer Counties, and several
1:nd their homes
Park. At the same time, we spent( Katherine place of its type they hundred in other areas et the
The new Red threats of retalla"People all over the country are another
week touring other sec- had ever seen. Such fees which state
The Project was carried
earre a5 Mmenr-Ernst Reuter.
learning about the facilities that tion.; of Kentucky and
out
laid
year and birds banded
found it are 'necessary for food, boats, res .if West Rlin rafted the Acrierihave been provided for visitors, as attractive as
Shelby
,
and
the
ether counties ware
described in
creation and concessions :ere very
s m a flefine fn.
Dear Feet...,
'T.1.1.4 _progr.a
as well as our traditional and fam- excellent brochure published
returned' from
throughont
by reasonable"
the
'The Communists as great as the
ed Kentucky holt:reality." reports your department"
strife and as far away as BirminaAs a member ef the J N Wil- .Tiine 17 worker; revolt ri.:irnst the
F T Lane. Secretare. The ChiHenry Ward, commossinner of coni ham. Ala.
liams Chapter of the . United Ds- Red master, of the Soviet-occupi.
servation.
The Rev. Charlee Warrington, cago Urban -League. Chic-mo.
a •
The hunter who sends in his itahtera of the Confederacy I am
cii 7.11.10
"Recently while visiting in Nashiinformation will he given a reriert very grateful that durine Juidge
"The favorable comments receiv- Afro. N.J.—"We went to Cumberever'..the Ameriersh •
speech
In
a
ville.
Tenn, some friends took ;on
•where the hird was handed Pink Curd's term of °Mee es radio station
ed this year exceed by far any- land Falb' State Park for a va.
RLAS ,Sunday night.
me to Cherokee State Park (On:and
the band will he returned to County Judge he and the tics's] Reuter
thing in the past. When people cation because it was referred to
said more than 1,000.900
Kentucky Lake) for a weekend.!him if he desires
it
take the time to sit down and us asethe finest, and we were not
court set aside the corn of 11,000 rao Germans defied Communist •
L liked it so much I staved few
idieappointed
I
hope
that
the
pubwrite a letter of commendation
for the purpose, of helping Ti build block:ides and te-rorism t
Metz
days. I wish to congratulate the
after returning home it is evident lie will endeavor to support you
a suitable memorial to Nathan D. late the "Eisenhower food
packstate of Kentucky upon the vision
sustaining
in
this
high
!interlard."
that they have been favorably
Stubblefield the "inventor -4 ra- ages" distributed by West GerINCONSISTAN7'
in providing well well plannIld
dio". The location to be
1mm:elated,'"
front many.. And, he said, mo,.
. ire
Mre. Panay Rollo. St. Louis, Mo, and constructed accommodations.
New York. 114—A hotel owner of the Bowman Cemetery where "coming every. day"
Ward said that thine, comments explained that her famila• spent They are the beet
faciliti••s availsaid today that many !Jennie in Stubblefield is buried. This will
by visitors have been typical of part of their vacation in Minne- able
for Neerpee in this country.
the United Statee refuse te afa• certainly be an opportunity for
BETRAYED
moat received
sota, and then went to Kentucky
talked to many people there wha
in hotel rooms beyond the fourth all interested persons tn contribute
Hattiesburg. Mew SIP-=-Two wetDesmond J
1VIcTighe. Norria- Lake State Park. "The following were proud of Cherokee
Park floor.
ysiin
to the: ,s
ue,
thriae•ihyile project.
chdoes wagged their ta.la ineteect
town, Pa —"My wife, my three week we went to Kentucky Lake. and
who expressed the Lope that
"They are !limply afriid at the
of barking a warning when fedsmall daughters and I have just and T thought to myself: My goodthe high standard would he Mainhigher stories" said Irwin H
raided
eral agent
a 10-gallon
returned after a two weeks vs. ness! The contrast' I have been.
,Met‘ie Laura McConnell
tained. Although 1 Was horn In
Kramer, owner nf the Hotel Edie
whiskey still at a farrnh 'use near ration at Lake Cumberland State in a majority of the states includMemphis. Tenn, I have lived in son here, who
n011ed 10.000 itiesi•
here
Park, part of which was spent ing such publicized ones as FloriChicago for many years, While I from all
In a coronation year.even Mlles
nver the nation Sin their
Agent Glen Wimbish said his
in the lodge add part of which da. California and New York. and
deplgre the racial aegreriatinn lfi nrisfosences for hote. room?
pay homage to the queen One Of men had
befriended
the two
was spent in ;our new cabins. I have seen nothing which surthe South. it Is gratifying to see
"What's amazing:. Kramer add- the psi
winning All-American hotinds while Weenie the termWe have spent part of our vacat- passes Kentucky Lake for upkeep
the progress being made in race ed. "is that many
of these people roses for 4954 is named Lilibet house 'under surveillance for seeion In the past few years in state and cleanliness. In fact. I have
relations in Kentucky."
fly to New York.in her honer.
.
eral months before the raid.
•

dolly %IF Stabs Another
Saturday
ii

'HERCIIENGINEER BRINGS TRAIN TO—HALTTIN FLAME
-- -7

and Mrs.
Dees Roberts
In Florida

Prince Of Peace
Exhibit In
Murray Today

Bus Unloads
In Record Time
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Brother Of Local
Lady Is Returned
To Freedom

New Threat
Enters Ike
Food Program

Joe Thurman In
Arizona, Billy
Back In States

Cooperation
Requested In
Dove Study

State's Attraction To Tourists Is Becoming
More Evident According To Letters Received

Letter To Editcr
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MIURA", /CORIVQXT _

THE LEDGER & TIMES
etTlisistie) SI LEDGER

-

PfluLtultiuo Ca.MIPANY, Ism

:onacitidateai of the Murray I.edeer. The CaNoway Times. and The
tbmes-H•raici October 20. 1914. acid the Wass ..entuoklan. Mauer!
tl, 1041
JAM.AS C

PORI __

.Pbr generations farm fannlies
especiall,y
have
enjoyed
the
asparagus-Itke shoots of pokeweed during the spring will gieen
season. The plant grows wild
fl-urn Minnesota. and south frcm
Florida to Texas.
Research at the ArkansaS Ex--- TheT Army's offit•nal concern a- periment Station indicates that
bout WAC figure's is registered in production of poke greens call
a new regulation, whtch sets forth be adopted to mechanized field
these "standards of physical4sealth culture As a commercial canning
end vigor" which every' enlisted crop or to garden culture fey
home use0.
wuniun will be required to meet:
1. Her weight must he "well
distributed- and 7'within the limits ther required by nor apprOpr.,'
established . .iii acceptable for to the military duties assigned
•
women, and will not be por,,,,,1
her height and age.phticaI in a program for women."
posture itild
2. Iler
bearing must be "acceptable end
bee front obvious detests hf appearance remediable by- ph ysisai
exercise and good tealt:: v:10-

WILLJA11111; PUBLIIIKER

We reserve the right to reject any As:mermen& Letters to Me Editor.
N Public Volce item+ which In our opinion are not ter the best Untrue*
a our reaciess

Those Who Think Braves Will
Cop Race Are Hard To Find

--

IW.ENTUCILY PRESS ASSOCIATION
ATIoN A L REPRESEerTATWES
WALLACE WITMER CO, 1966
afiggrog, figlsophd. Tenn.; 254.1 Para Ave, New York; Wi
N Ildikaugati
Mee. Cibeasito. IS Bolymon St_ Bombes.
_
eireareg at We Post Office. Murray, Keolucky, for eranammaloo as
Boceed Clem Metier

,CARL LUNDQUIST.
United Preaa Sparta Writer

Poke Salad

--WASHINGTON 1111 - The Army
henceforth will insist that the
weight on its enlisted women be
"well distributed." WACs who fall
to measure up are headed for reducing diets azid compulsory exercise•

•

White also got one in a iosing
temise. It was Cleveland's sixth in
•UBSCR1PTION RATES By carrier in Murray, per week i3c,
Water that ponds or runs off IS the same as water lost.
a row and 10 victories In the 12
4asttla Mc Lt. Calloway and adjoining comities, per year, ISM; eager : NEW YORK, Aug 31. ,tei
-Fans games.
mama KAI
IVF: steps to save more rain quickly into the whole soil prowho sun think the Braves have a
for farm crop use were cited file.
"
141/111 chance to e in the pennant are
Dun Larsen shut out Washinjr:ii
by the Middle West Sod Im3-Keep the toll fertile with
MONDAY AUGUST 31, 1953
harder .to find than a Phi Beta with two hits to
3-8 but th
provement
Committee, in a chemical nutrients. This will;
_•
•Kappa key in a hock shop, but ' Senators came back to beat Inc
statement issued here.
help- you produce more pounds
wau ee
h the regulotate,_
a ca a
may irusuls.• 8,3 Jackie Jensep stelitng,
UNENPLQ.131ENT .WLSJI)
eamoottte.e--,pointe--.4aut nI crop
piagikage
_musts .usestai-vr
at-re nsen of-water.
that efficient water use is become up with a consolation prize ; the pace lay driving in three runs
added. Col. Irene 0. Gallownt
ei claims for the in
4-Keep the
-rough
411dur41.111) 9141 alleLLIIIPS
coming
more important to ing vi-inter That WV hold
WAC commander, said emphati.a1 year. leflectiog the lit/0'0111es- d E":1 Mathews '"''s
" the home with a homer and a single. Cite,farm profits in view-of pre- in place wart enable waternow ,
ten., h
tot cally that it was not tecause. 4t
land castoffs Steve Gromek and Al
ilia.
Rem ewe., - un- tiony of unenmloymein insurame•
dictions by weather forecast- s'oak in during spring
thaass.
"any feeling that WACs needed
Mathews. who would-137- a cinch Aber each pitched seven totters to
employment trust tund on depiisit benefits voicd by the 1962 General
ers that the Corn Belt may be
5-Handle organw matter
to be slenderized."
in for if long range dry cycle. itaSsiall give the *teat/esti
to be baseball's "sophomore of the gave Detroit 10-1 and 9-1 victones
with the Federate Treasury totaied A...se:rattly
g
Here are the committee's to the soil. Rot It
She explained to a reporter that
Aveiao• mienicete - fur a 'a -'k year" if there were such a award. over the Athletics. Bob Nieman tit
$141.974.311 on June 30 mid vas
quickly by
•
suggestions
the regulation -was just formalizproviding nitrogen, phosphate
-one Of toe mest solvent in. •.he of total urierngterttent wese .2I.1i misht even win the most valuable. a two run second game homer
1-Prote
ct
the
soil
surface
and other plant nutrients to ining what has always been official
gain ef $3.70 user the 1932 as
player trophy if he keeps slugging and JIM Delsing hit a two run
trifled States' dui Departmetil of
with cover crops That will crease the soil's
population of
pohey-to keep WACs tram and
ECOetertle SeCUrit •-epul-Lecl
Ilk' way he has been doing lately. homer in the opener.
prevent beating rains fi-orn beneficial organisms.
fit for duty."
sealing over t* surface. WaOnce' again today he was only
The fund gamed £30210 12,'
"All thee(' practices." says
,
Phil Cavarretta's three - run
ter will soak in instead of run- the committee, "Will
The regulation strikes a hopeful
Read ear Cassitmode for tine' burner behind Babe Ruth's pinch double gave the Cubs
sollecurins ft tern
elliplt•yr •
increase
a 6-2
ning away.the amount 'of water available
note that most WACs will nieet
ject to of provasions dui
your "Wants end Meade" reculd pace iit 1927 after pacing second game victory over ' the
2--Keep the soil well struc- to crops on your field.s.
the new standar& without a SerThey
the Braves to 19-4 and 11-5 trilain fiscal sear anti earned
Giants won the opener 10-1 on tured with well:fertilized tap- will provide more water for
geant putting them through comumphs at Pittsburg in which they
of $3.0P5 450 Payments to dire
rooted legumes in the rotation greater yields at a
homers by Al Dark. Wes Westlower cost
pulsory calisthenics. •"Fan some
banged records around like a deThat will let in more water per acre."
ploied person, totaled el4ilet11.•2:4
rum Bobby Thomson and Daryl
women," it states, "it will be
mented dine jockey Mathews hit
resulting in a net gain-eft-re- thi
Spencer and steady pitching uy
found that normal daily activities
three, homers an the two games
fund at approximately $6 400.alie
Jim Hearn. Karl Andrews pitched
supply all of most of the exercise
give him a total of 43 for the
Linea Mos-na•n! ;lee o!.-•
MO 111IRERS HELP
six-he ball for the PhiLs to beat
ne'e'ded" tea keep in shape.
-.bon That put him six ahead
•
:Cincinnati 4-1 and Smokey BurBut there is also a threat for
: his closest competitor in the
WALCOTT.
Ili.,
1.1.71siMothers
gess hit a ninth inning second
ConstunptIon
Beef
those
overweight
....pers. Ted Khans-seek' of Cm:inWACs who are
did the janitor's work texia: to
ram, homer to make it a sweep
Beciluse of the large supply of get the Walcott ludependent Dis- not thinned down, by "optimal'
t-al, who has 87 Eight National
, $-3 es _den Konstanty _ganied hitt
activities.
,"When it is apparent.
beef being produced and maiket- tract School in shave for their
Lteaue clubs mantle had held the 14th
s'Icturv in a relief
the regulation adds, "that other
old mark of seven homers in a
tet. consumption of beef per cap- children.
• means of exercise have 1M enablita may reach the 1909 figure of
School board officials said the ed individuals to meet the
When the Braves also can
criteria
PASTURE WINNERS
93 pounds for this year Retail mothers wall continua- cleaning
up . . . formal physical periods will
''cough with four more homers
NAMED IS OCTOBER prices of beef since. January have until
can
it
find
a
janitor.
1:
a
Tee sec-und game they cracked an;
been much below the level of a Janitor %aril be hired by winter, be conducted.
The WACs need not fa..ir they
ther National League mark of 3' Judging for District -Master Pat- Year ago--and civilians
have board officials said, fathers will
are headed for the ubstac-et course
aners iv tuo consecutive gajau,s Merman awards will be done dur- consumed substantially
more beef have to roll up their sl x•ves andtaser-piairee-ar --iipere-manseetnee-tise-wee4e:•0/ Or?:
men II
B. - W, per pervert the first half of -1959 ifisrt stoking the furnaCe- and- -the bugbear at
tlalning. As the trituration ews tot . twii of his huniers an the Fertenbery. Jimuierstly of Kerma than for the like period
alites:
of 1962. Shoveling snow off the sidewalks',
opener and Pendletm. Nlth his cky field i.gent in agreni-any tr.impbrtant
e, als
ot
Con,opntaon of pork as ex••military physical teeming for men
Rues- and Johnny Los. in, Jack nofincitso Sesteeti await!' are nuide peeled to'
appreedmaleis 62
sUgh as strengthening of muscle
Dittnier and Del Crandall At- leach ycal
•
+polio& per eapit• attiring 1063.
amiss to meet the strains of come
counted for the others In the secEach of the 16 districts tonstst of I competed with 72 lbes foi
Hinbat and the developmeht of a
and game Mathews. Sid Gordon. st'ven er Mehl counties. "ilia
bac!! T'has decrease as anticipated prihighly aggiessave spirit. cc' cci.lia. Aci.ock
and
Logan
came county mas• nominate ene man manly because the 1953 spring
*moue Mathews now has playlet for the award
A Judging 4earn pig crop was 10 per cent smaller
13 games In ler Ruth had.' %Alf visit each uf the nominees iii than for 19531 .
i.1 homer; in In games
, 0 distilet tii See his pasture fem.Nfutent and lamb consumption
The- Braves picked up. a half'.
ine.program
Owner of the most per capita as expected to equal CORN yields can he at least
is--1 doubled on Wisconsin
, ...me over the Dodgers and now uutstandinii
piegreni wall be the' 4.4 lbs. compared wtth 4 1 pound l farms.
FRANCA'S Christians M a r t el I trail them by 10 garb,, „.,,,' district winner.
vigorous hea!th
1952
•
In
.
That was the statement ..!
left 1. recently choisen - Mies VIII. it
.
.h.
e:gh Broaklyn poured across 1?
__— , Prof. Emil Truog, chairman
--- ,saseesi- -et Lang Beare, Carte. ,
fin telealrious setenth Inning
, of the University of Wiseon-pees her sister Georgette a big :and went on to beat
sin's suits departnient, at a rethe Cardinais
I
hug on Georgette's arrival in
t •ent meeting.
with 19 hits and eight walks
Hollywood from their Paris home Boy
To double corn yields per
Campanella tied a league tima
Christian? invited Georgette to
C A 1 ..
acre. said Truog. you have to
id joy catuhera when he drove tr.
- Hollywood to see her make her
greatly increase the amount of
f.ve runs with a homer and single
fertilizer
Used Corn yields av6I1a debut and cane.' Georgette
laving ham a total of 22 for th,
eraged 124 boareas per acre on
te special fantail,
• "Z• mcia beautiful girl in se
IF “iu're thinking of your
sea...,n to equal that fetal held ta
173
trial
fields
last year when
rint•rwationaly
Buick in terms of the long
of 26 VITAMIN
600 pounds of 10-10-10 -and 400
"Gabby leartelett of the IA30 Cubs
pull ahead -better drise it
pounds of 3-12-12 in addition to
and MINERALS
land Walter Cooper of the 0147
in to our shop and let ms pull
10 tons of manure were used.
Giants Carl Erskine breezed to 4
with faballe6 B
some of our famous ruutur' this more - than _doubled the
r,,x-hat
victory.
17th
tup
;or
his
magic'
state average of 60 bushels,
It might take only a new let
the hilthest in history. Six fii..lcis
riad
Goad nutrition is most important ta signs eel
Mei farm Profits , career The Dodgers ori leas. 14
against the Phil, also th.d a 12A is via high crop yields per acre
yielded 150 bitshels or Inure pi:r
zestful health m people over 40aGERIF0S r
of insusn nags, or a salve.•
That was the stateir.ent f.f Dr
run inning.
Capsules enrich the diet eat', an aburiun•
icre.
_
grinding and carbon reGarth Volk. chairman of the Ohi
of veam.ns, minerals and 3.1a4:sale,.
It will be very profitable for
,
The Yankee, stayed eight garnes f
moval, Oa give you hUndredl
State Uni-wrsiees agnunomy defarmers-1n Wist-onsin and elecahead of the White Sux, beating
of dollars' wofth of fresh
GEP''OPT is a true therapeutc conieire. •
partment
t%
here to double their crop
power and nen fur: economy
CgUse esfantal iotam.ns, mnerais and hpr.
'In farming." savi Dr Vulk, them 10-6 as Gal McDoukald, Jetyields three/eh tw-icased use of
tropic factors necessary to vigorous Mae.
-at a fraction of that figure
an.d Yogi Berra hat homers
there
riu • substitute fur emlime
and
fertilize
Tiling
r.
GERIFORT is primarily intended fa tho..i
said.
in ('oat'
"Icy It's the unit cust of produciast the second fame 1-0 when:
Each•dotlar
ieveated
40- also indicated in precnancy
Pier
in
fel
tition that tenatly deterrr.ines wbett.• Hells Pierce- hoi hed
Why not drive in the, week.
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Tour-hit- '
mothe t. convalescence, nutnt-onal a^,eas,
er
mere is any wont at all aid
.nd talk over the poseuediti
his 17th vrhory• and tarsi
Eirto $5 in ternm of increased
run down cenditions, and det defitiencit-.
`one niach
Dee with us?
yield. This increase is !argil;
r.th shutout 'Ferris Egin's tie-,
egia 3 fiffiale
r•
With the exception of seed and
.•.e.t
profit
because
pi.;
the
labor
Colon. It yank infield out'
cost Ili
:et-Water. must of the cost items
plowing, planting and cultivatcat aced the only- run
•iecessare to grow and harvest a
ing per acre as practically t' ,
remain - gboot the sante le- , Tie Indians, who ,art coming
e-en fa- l‘igh or bar nezaielle-sa of The Una! ,leld Tb cc
"-.•
r
ly row when
r•
don't
,
- - ----,
.nything that raises the Saeld at a
-,arly mon. hipped the Red
rionarial cu-t red.'ces the cost of
aroductiur. per unit Fertilizers du 'Sox fi-I nice 8.4 as Wally West.;
lake collected five hits in the two
east that "
Dr Volk repotted that fertilizers
genies. singling in the winning run
-resting $13 ir. one Ledo test bigoted
in
irpunt r Ted Williams hit
the' value of the crop yields by
toa lame .400-fora latnten bonier
$.52 20. a return of $402 for each
dollar invested in fertilizer In hat; In th•i. lust tame and
'trier tests, fertilisers casting $22
net $24 bueSted the _value ad err,:
yield, by_1141 64 and go 06 payer).
k 32 80 and $230 respectively for
-act. $1 ansested ID fertilizer
A RAPP`, FAMILY now are the Gardrers. shown In Pittgburgh with
'There's no doubt about the fact
Richard Gardner (in cari displaying their new finances. The Gard'hat one, of the major nourees of
ners went to Georgia from Ehnira. N. Y., on promise of • job. It
.1,,fit'in farming lies in pusn'ing up'
Man t pan out, so.back they started. and in Pittsburgh their gave.
FULL
pr,ghiction per acre." Br Volk
line tank and pocketbook ran dry -simultanecrusly. Sympathetic
•ad4eel
In fact .91111,
CASH
the' best
police
took
coltectims
up
a
Mita
auto's
tank,
the
fed
them
and
all,
e.e.ye that a farmer- can make •
7th and Maple St,
took one son. Melvin. 3. to • hospital for treatment of an eye infec,,rofit whet: peaces "arcslow is le
Murray. Kv
tion. The rest of the Gardners ate -Tfrom left) Carl, 11. Emil. 8,
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Complete
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FARM FACTS

WACS Must Have
Weight "Well
Distributed"

Fertde Seil Saves More Bain for Crops,
Greater Yields at Ism Costs

'
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Corn Yields Doubled
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For our Coal Call
Lassiter Ewa! Company

A nice 50 acre farm, 4 room house, well water, 2
ponds, 6 stall stock barn, garage and 4 poultry houses. 125 bearing fruit trees, 15 acres of good corn, a
good Cub Farmall tractor and all equipment included in the sale of this farm for only $5,000.00.

Phone 122

One sure way to rate
-lops" with sour party
line neighhors: Alwass
he willing'torelease the
line upon request for it
might be an emergencs

(Mao

DUBLIN BUICK CO.

A' good restaurant and all equipment near the college for less than half price. Owner wants to dispose
of this restaurant quickly and will sacrifice same for
only $2500.00. Owner will trade this restaurant for
car or truck, or will accept small down payment and
make easy terms on balance..
.
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NOPSIS
PhitiP IIven'• niece, I.i ii try was
missing fir".1 the house Wii..L1 Philip
returnisd home to Cosnorlitut. after a
long absence til
Litiby had
left • note In her room urging the temlly not to worry. promising they d hear
from her sown- lier eousio Kit and
Hugo Cavanaugh. en ittorney. once
desoted to Kit hut now 1.11,bys swain.
start out to find the missing girl.
They visit the meagre New York apartment of Tony WII d•r.• elas.leally
young mato of 111•111,10 Libhy
Pia
JdFlitirr enamoured ihrt Ton Y.
Ilk• ihhy. is nowhere to bc found
They proceed to the uptown home of
Ill:Manor Oaks. a Disarm and tarnished
lady. who
gristly agitated when
Kit suggests that Tony and Libby may
hare eloped. Sartiui. I Pedrirk. • tali
macabre figure. I. prevent as they chat.
Her search frultlesa. kit rcttInts lb
the Connortimit house. Hugo tells her
that the wraith-like Pistryek is • figure
well.kkown in Ore New York underwrirll. tate that night kit discovers
• Ileht left burning in the kitchen. but
reaching it she Muirt the room empty.
the kettle singing merrily on the stme.
• window open, • garden ladder revering beneath the window of Labby's
oom.

moth

got to turn oft the gas. Let's see edge of the orchard had to be
how much water tho•re is in this." pruned. The man, Joe Gauntlet,
He hefted the kettle. "Very little. had put the ladder where It now
411 right. I Know It doesn't ex- was before leaving yesterday. He
plain the chair in your uncle's looked at the ladder. "Yes, I put
stady. So there WaS euinenne here, it hero-but not the way it Is now.
arid whoever it was is gone. As The other side was top. Someone
far as I can see nothing seems to must have helm fooling around
-have been t a h e re I'll turn the With it after we went, that's how
lights off and stick around for a the bushes got broken. Yes sir,
While down here to see If We get someone stood that ladder up
a return %Volt You'd better go hack against that wall and broke them
to bed or you'll catch cold."
branches. Npt me."
Kit was shivering with cold, and
A ladder against the house to
reaction. 'Maybe 'I'd better gill the night, a ladder that must from
Williarn and be can help."
the marks in the ground, have
Hugo put up a hand. "Heaven rested under Libby's window. Kit
f o r bid." At his expression, she ran inside and up the stare with
laughed and retreated.
William at her heels. Miriam heard
She elept late the next morning. Utem and hailed William. She
It was after 9 when the sound of wanted him to take the car and
the power mower awoke her. It go te the drug store and get her
was William, guiding the new new medicine. "I phoned the drugmachine ever the grass, just as g:st and its ready."
Inter he would go for a 10-mile
"Just a minute, atmt," Witham
CHAPTER NINE
walk for his health and after that called b a c k. "There's something
take
Miriam
window
of
the
Ler a drive in the big that needs attention-"
to the
-KIT
Ipty study and thrust her head car, whether her uncte wanted It
Miriam said:
need your attenrt shoulders over the sill. The or not. At least, that wan Wil- tion-now. My water pitchers
trs were bright and there was • liam's usual routine when he came empty and I want it filled."
cc of moon low In the sky. The to Dentielet ot week-ende. RouWilliam stood still. He had al•WInft, thl sycamore, the stone tine"... Nothing was routine now. ways seemed devoted to his deDressing
to
clean
the
hastily, she went doe n- manding-and perhaps wealthywalls-you could see
Nothing stairs. George had gone back to urunt. Swinging around the end of
edge of the orchard.
moved. There was no ..ape Nu-w York. He had left a message ths stair railing, Kit c a it gh t a
In sight. Kit ',hut and locked the with the maid saying that he'd glimper of his face. It was held.
window and rtarted for the stairs call Kit later. Huge had probably Ile went toward Miriam's main,
gone, toe. ilo wasn't anywhere his had bent, his should ea- s
fast.
Mounting, she slowed. Philip around. Evidently the intruder of slumped. He looked as though he
might have left his window open, the night before had not returned. coule wring Ittiriam's neck. In, placed the Philip was in his study working. teresUng. Kit bad etc) time for. it
but he couldn't hew.
chair against the door from the in- She would tell him about last then. She ran nfi to the end of the
side. Undoubtedly someone It ad night as soon as his typewriter hall and around trilF,jog and opened
broken into the study. Fier uncle stopped pounding. She was drink- Libby's door.
was tired and needed sleep, but ing coffee on the sun porch when
The north window was down.
she'd have to get someone to help William came tramping dolefully tlee One below which the ladder had
her make the rounds and see into the h o ILLS e with a tale of reeled, and nothing seemed to haVe
whether anything else was wrong. broken bushes and nurserymen. been disturbed. She could no longer
Hugo wasn't t• be thought of. She "Those bushes should lee charged smell the perfume but the air vaas
pulled her robe tighter around her to them. They should be made to stuffy. Kit started aeroas the floor
and tied the sash. William, then. pay."
and stood stock-still in the mikllc
Kit said: "For heaven'.; sake, of it.
She Went along the upper hall and
was about to knock on William's William, who cares about a few
Lying on the white mg% beyond
door when the door of the other bridal wreaths? There arc masses the foot of the bed was what loor.-..4
guest room opened and Illlgo stuek of them anyhow."
like a decapitat . "I.
"Nut the bridal wreati•ii.- Wil fL,, do.vn, n
Ma head out. His hair was rum. !teal w:
I,,
Ram s a I d. "the rhodod
pled, his eyes bright.
le It waa une of Li.. e's
"Kit! What is it? ‘Vhntrs Liu uneer Libby, .- wit
he e:
The Ilia un it wee a
trouble?"
Kit was outside in recor,
ch.:Ty-colored straw cloche with
She said: "Ferricone has been They went around to the . at navy ribbon streamers that lOt
downstairs in Philip's study."
wing. "See?". William waved. He had never •iseen her w e a r. The
leside her room Miriam snored was right. lebmeone had plenged rotund red crown was split' wide
softly. She had an even, rhythmic roughly through the thick planting open by a blow that had all but
of rhododendrons directly u r. d Cr crushed the papier-mache head beHugo said softly: "Half a min- Libby's window, the one to the neath it. The weapon that- had
north. _ Branches hung brokenly. been used, a hammer, was on tht
ute and Ill be with you.''
lie retreated, pulled on trousers Staring at the crushed leaves, the rug beside ill'isernashed head.
.
joined
The
her.
a
fresh
and
and
coat,
breaks, Kit was puzzled.
Kit stared down at the thing at
study seas just as she had left it, Philip's study was at the other end her feet, resitting away sickness
'and as always neat and in order. of the house. You might have ex- and an old sort of terror and tryNothing had been disturbed. All pected damaged shrubbery outside ing to make her reason work. WM
the other downstairs windows with- the windew there If someone had coulul have done such a thing-anc
in reach, in the hall and the din- Jumped 'through it last night, but why? It looked like hatred pure
ing-room, were closed and locked. here- she p II shed rhododendron and simple, a hatred revenging it ,
They went into the kitchen. The branches aside. In the soft earth, self symbolically on a Libby wilt
doors and windows there and in a little out from the wale there was out of reach.
the pantry and in the entryway were two deep indentations. They
It was also a piece of exhibition.
had been made by a laddoe: The isin crying out to be noticed. "l
were secure.
was
shrugged.
there
"If
ladder was there on its-de, 10 hate her, do you understand. l
lingo
someone here--"
feet farther along.
hate her. This is what 1 would (lc
William said: "I told you ao. It tO her if I could?) Unbridled rap
ket said: "My dear man, there
was someone here. Chairs don't was those nurserymen. They broke on the spur of the moment, had -put themselves on the insides of those valuable bushes and they it wasn't the spur of the moment
doors." She pointed. "Kettles don't should be maile'to--."
In the dead of night someone has
boil unless someone turns the gas;
pardon, mister?4
felt around for the ladder inelarkon under them, nor do cellnig
One of the nurserymen RV ap- ness, hail propped it neninst thu
lights come on by thenimeives."
proached, unheard. He had conic house wall and had climbed letirei
Hugo snoled at her. "Suppose for the ladder; the rest of the dead by rung. •
• I r loassass•
the meet ten, the DEM en end P,
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-WAXTED-LADY TO STAY WITH
elderly couple. Call Verble Taylor, Phone 1406-R after 5 p. rn.
s2p

PRONE°
UAL

L_ HelpWanted 1
SALESMAN TO
APPLIANces in Murray and nearby towns.
Full or part time. Write -Silver
King, Distributor. 3.800 South 4th
Paducah.
ISp .

FURCHES
113 South

RAN

'HEBN BELL TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

WANTED

FOR BENT-FOUR ROOM FURIT4-1
Lshed. apartment, I
r ertee'
erieses bath, eleeti
: ..ay equij,. . WA N TED-R DER!S TO ATOMIC
8,0 -et- month. Couple only. DOI plant. day shift. See Chaitat .Lam''
.5,,
or
hone 1155-W.
Mail. St.
•
a2p
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'THE PRESIDENT'S LADY'

"Much that the child sees en
TV is not easily understood by
him," Rand pointed out. "So, he
asks even more questioni than Is
normal in childhood; he pay; more
attention to newspapers and other
reading matter at an earlier age
in order to satisfy a natural inquisitiveness that has been stiinulated by television."

USED 4-DRAWER CHEST. MAhogany finish. Looks like new. POLIO AND EIGHT DREADED
$29.95. fieley's Number 2 Store, diseases' Insurance. $10.0d" per
By JACK GAYER
Phone 1672. 105 North 3rd Street family. Wayne Wilson Insuranec
Peoples
s2c Agency,
Bank
si.d, g.. Varied Press Staff Gerreepondent Rand said that adults
are pretty
'
New York Set-Today's youngPhone 321 or 689-R-4.
sters mature more quickly be- much at the mercy of theie
OAK FINISHED KITCHEN CABdren when it comes to 'choice of
NEW VACUUM CLEANER FOR cause of television, in
the opinMet. An extra good one.- $29.95.
programs in homes whore there
sale. $2145, up. Guaranteed. write ion of Lester Rand,
president of
Also a kitchen cabinet base for
iS only one television set.
Vacuum Cleaner Supply, 3.560 b. the Youth Research Institwe,
an
_
$14.95. Riley's Number 2 Store. 1
4th. Paducah, or call 57324.
''Any parent snay consider Lim.
OSP agency that specializes in eurvess
Phone 161N06 North 3rd Street
of the younger set to deter/dens, self lucky, if he manages to -view
CHRISTMAS CARD EXCLUSIVES their buying habits, tastes and in- his choice when the youngsters
want to watch something else,''
Name imprints 40 for $1. Make terests.
he said. "Parents have come to
150 percent on fast-selling $1.25
"Our surveys show that the pre- accept pholosophically
the vexing'
assortment. Wrapa ByeiThe-Yard, cocity of
youngsters
wise
have 'habit that many youngsters nave
many others.
Guarantee
assures
watched
FOR
television
RENT--FURNISHED
for the past of switching
AP up to
channels
without
15e more profit per box. three to five years
artment, 3 large rooms, electrically
is muth -great- warning.
Assortments on approval, Imprints er than that
of
equipped, automatic
non-viewers,"
heat, avail- free!
-Our studies among youngsters
Cardinal, 1400 State, Dept. Rand explained.
able now. pteing., 530-3 .11Z.
-Bete eineinnatf,
lp
Rand pointed out that if for no show that 85
ale
percent of them
other reason, the maturing pro- encounter little
trouble when it
APARTMENT FOR RENT-EL-Ecess is speeded Ity the kids early comes to watching the
prograrns
ine:illy equipped, furnace
heat,
learning to imitate the saiging, they want. Any opposition
that
private bath, private entrance,
dancing, acting and speech of the comes to watching
the progeam
WANT
1202 W. Mani.
TO
RENT
-FOUR OR TV performers. He also believes may arise
s2p
usually comes from With Charlton Heaton and Susan Hayward essaying the
five room house itt Murray.
TV
viewing
&XI that
en:Duran, younger Iv-others or sisters.
FOR KENT: FOUR ROOM DUP- or call
roles of Andrew and Rachel Jackson, Twentieth CesteurY
. •
Buims Killebrew It the
LEX apartment, with bath. utility
Fox's production of Irving Stone's "The President's
Ledger and Times.
One
and garage. See Mrs. Earl MilLady" unfolds one of the great love stories of history.
ler, 1316 Pup/ar St.
•
s2e4
One of the year's major film events "The Poesident's

Answer to Saturday's nuzzle

413-Principal

5

emegeney
Ushe releases
the Line!

light.

USED LIVING
ROOM
SUITE
I119.96. Also a love seat for 619.03 DINETTE SUITES! ONE SOLID
Riley's Number 2 Store. Phone Oak suite for $24.95.
Another
1672. 105 North 3rd Street.
s2c white dinette suite $14.95 Riley's
Number 2 Store. 105 North 3rd
s2c
FOR SALE-GROCERY STORE. Street. Phone 1672.
Located within one block of proposed school building. 1401 Vine FOR SALE-1951 NASH 4-DOOR
Statesman, overdrive. New tires.

12:171AtellariuiIL
Ithigh not,
"'IOU

11

MGM TM!"

dem
eisses..
youngsters to seek further information.

HOMEMAKERS STUDY
HOME IMPROVEMENT
A survey of the 22 homemakers clubs in Barren county indicates the- unusual interest of rural
women in the study of improved
homes, according to Mrs. Emma
W. Bybee, home
demonstration
agent with the University of Kentucky.
Some of the results reported are
346 members arranged furniture
for better grouping; color, pattern
and texture were iinprovetle.itt
387 rooms in 95 homes; 24 soft
floor coverings and 223 pieces, of
furniture were bought: window
treatment was improved in 306
rooms in 41 homes: 125 pairs of
curtains were changed to make
them .a correct length, and 461
hememakers rearranged accessories mere attractive!,.

Tuesday, Sept. 1, 1853
2:45
3:00
3:05
3:15
329
3:43
4.00
5:90
5
530

Farm Program
Farm Progress
Calloway capers
News
Morning (beer
Clock Watcher to Bac
News
Morning Devotion
Mystery _Shopper
Morning Special
Moments of Deyttion
115 Melody Time
9:20 Melody Time
9:30 Melody Time
• 9.45 TB
9.55 Musical Interlude
f0:00 News
10:15 Rural Rhythm
10130 Lean Back and Listen
10:45 Lean Back 'ad Listen
11:00 1340 Club
11:15 13-10 Chub
11:30 Favorite Vocals
11:45 Gospel Hymns
JUST PLAIN lazin' around is the lot of Sgt. Raymond Mills as its
12:00 News
realizes a dream come true at home in Chicago. The last three
12.15 Noontime Frolics
Chrtstmas.ses he spent in a North Korean prison camp, so his family
12:30 Church of Christ
had this Christmas tree for tuin on his arrival home. Shoes off,
12:45 St. Louis Game to 2:30
cigar lighted ... ahhh.
(international Soundprtoto,
2:30 Musical Interlude
6:00
6:15
0:45
6:55
7:0"
7:15
0:30
8:15
8'30
8.45
9:00

Living Proof
et
News
Western Star
Western Star
Music for Monday
Music for Monday.
Poiterard Parade to 5:00
Sports ?era&
Telittsa Topics
Teatime oplcs-

."111475
0400 ji
Nflif
elfs
6:15 Between the Lines
6:30 Western Caravan
6:45 Western Caravan
7:00 Ft-urn the Bandstand
7:15 From the Bandstand
7:30 Off the Record
7.45 Off the Record
8:00 Baptist Hour
8.15 Baptist Hour
8:30 Design for Listenisig
8:45 Design For Listening
9:00 Plattertune to 9:46
945 Public Service
10:00 News
10:15 I.isteners Request to 11:00
11:00 Sign Off

NANCY

By Inds BusAiaillat
KID --TAKE
THIS 'MONEY
AND BUY A
TICKET

FT-

YOU'RE MAKING ME
NERVOUS STANDING ON
THOSE BOXES

BALL
GAME
TODAY

,
us
Co, Ivul

Pot ee -all
••

S.-

UL' ABNER

By Al Capp
Al..1 JEST
DIDN'T
NOTICE!!
BANES IS
ALL THE
SAmE TO ME,
SOMEHOW-

IWO

••••

Esu r-RILL.AX!!- Er TAIN'T
ONE KIND, IT MUST BE
T'OTHER!!"- AFTER WEAKEv ES BATHES IT,.'YO'KIN
GO IN AN'SEE
YORESELF-

-.•••••••
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,
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ABBIE aa' SLATS

By Itsobara Vous Bona

PYOU WOULDN'T BLAME
HIM, MOTHER, IF YOU
-)-s,
;
6
-KINDA LOS;
HEARD THE HORRIBLE
TEMPER...MOTHER...
THINGS BRAD SAID
I'm REAL
ABOUT HIM
SORRY...

OME
WITH ME,
SLATS

"JUST PERMIT

ME A
LITTLE LECTURE, DARLING...
WE DON'T BRAWL HERE...
NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS...
YOU UNDERSTAND, DON'T
IOU, SOW?
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when materials were Scarce. Ran.
FARMERS INSPECT WORK
ing water was not installed until
OF FAMILY IN HART COUNTY
1950. An electric stove and pasteThis year's annual field day of urizer also were added. Future
the Farm and Home Development plans call for side and back por-ches, shower and utility room in
Groups of the Christian Warnen's The end of summer .vacation is program in Hart county was held basement, cabinets in
usually marked by the din of the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Levi
kitchen, a
Fellowship of the First Christian
home freezer and improved woodschool bell for many of us! It Cartmill, who enrolled in 1948.
Church will meet on Tuesday and
work
floors.
and
means Junior is looking forward to
The Cartmills bought 204 acres
Thursday of this week.
the first day of school; Mary is in 1945, One hundred and sevc•nThe Cartmills grow 18 kinds of
I I/11.1.ECE STUDENTS'
she
Mrs. L. M. Overbey will open bursting with pride because
1 teen acres are crop land. There vegetable-a...Altus cantaloupes, wat\ %NIES AND INFORMATION
her
come
her home for Ilroatp I on Tuespopcorn.
was no house on the land. Some ermelons and
REQUESTED III LEDGER
High;* and
Junior
'.
t's how of the things done on Inc farm
i nofa
st cl
day afternoon at two-thirty o'clock first
All Murray and Callossay
Tuesday. Septewr
Cohostesses with
y rt.:tom 141-3 G:ive
Mrs. Overbey grown-up Buster feels that he so far are: Built house, tobacco
CI I
County students planning' to'
will be Mrs. E. A. Johnston, Mrs. has made Senior High—until Jan- barn and fences; drilled well an
at sta en-thirta o'clea k.
The WSCS oi
kalattend College, including Murthat "no one has lived"
put its running water; tested soil
The Garden Departmeut of the Trellis McKeel and Mrs. Alma nie states experience
ist Church will m t at the cnurch
ray State. are asked to please
that old feel- in all
McIntosh. Mrs. Eugene Scott will until they
fields and applied lime and
open
will
Woman's
Club
Murray
at two-thirty o'clock. A 'ea will
cent-set the WOMAII'N
Thursday, September 4
rd- the new club year with a potluck give the devotion and Mrs. E. S. ing of heading back to college and fertilizers; rearranged Tences,
Sunday and Monday
be held at the home of Mrs. H T.
ior of the Ledger Allit Times
The Garden Department of tho
the gang! To Mother and Dad,
Diuguid,
Jr.,
is
program
leader.
frobacco yields have been inWaldrop following the program.
Abbott and Costello in
by phone or hv mail. The luncheon at the summer cottage Mrs: Lester Rowe is chairmanMurray Woman's Club will have
thing
means
one
this
only
all
of
creased from 1.200 to 1,800 to 2.200
"Meet Captain Kidd"
Ledger and Time!: a ill ,pprr- cIt Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Si. in the the group.
a potluck luncheon at the summe:
•• •
getting the kids outfitted and pounds
iin acre. Corn yields have co-starring
elute your cooperation in cal- Cypress Creek seftion of Kentucky
ready for that big moment in been upped, and
The Jessie Ludwick Circle et cottage of Mrs. H. B. Bade), Sr.,
all grassland
,
•
ling Yet. d.os, or 1150-M. nights Lake.
Group II, Mrs. Rupert Parks. their lives—going back to school.
Charles Laughton
the Woman:e Association of the at 12.30.
made niore productive.
Lunch will be served at 12:30 but chairman, will meet with Mrs.
or mailing the folio% inz inlorChildren's
selmust
in super cinecolor
clothing
be
College Presbyterian Church will
• • •
testing
Future
the
include
w
p
all
plans
he
ttag
for
ge
foo
fe
any
fco
matron
to
the office: Name af
C. E Broach with Mrs. Wesley ected from a practical standpoint,
meet with Miss Berne Frye at
this
all
soil
again
fall,
''
fields
aft
ipteroPen
in
iarfeo-h
Sunday, September
student, name and address Of of
_Waldrop and Mrs. B. J. 1•16ffman because the wear and tear of evMTS. J°el Cm
Tuesday & Wednesday
three c'ehx-ic.
"I The Wasun Reunion 'and baso'clock.
psi ents. name and locatiooof
as cohostesses on Tuesday after- eryday usage is terrific. The Na- running water to tanks in ail
ford and Miss Ma'-on Crawford'. ket
"I'LL SEE YOU IN MY
fields, building a stock barn arid
dinner will be held at the
The program will be presented noon at two-thirty o'clock. The
college. and ail) additional intional Institute of Drycleaning
will be in charge of the program. Nua,;.„,„ City park:
remodeling another barn and
DREAMS"
by Mrs E. C. Parker end Mrs- pt ogram leader is Mrs. Marvin
formation .m'. mumble. sucn
•••
states that It is just as important structing a silo, increasing convyhirli class the student %till
Robert Moyer. Mrs. Parker will Fulton and the devotional speak.
the Starring Doris Day, Danny
• ••
consider drycleanability of certo
Group I of the CWF of the
be in. chosen field of -•edv, discuss -What My Club Means To4awilllae Mrs Frank nrawia.
dairy herd to eight high-producing TholnataisiAk—Laser.ioy and
-seen•-ttever-en--thes-elviieF•meet
etc.
Me" and Sirs. 'Moyer will discuss
cows and the beet herd to 20 regPatrice Wymore
with Mrs. L. M. Overbey
selecting
an adult wardtwp.a special t ellege student
The home of Mrs. Henry Fulton AS it is in
"What My Garden Does For Me.'
istered cows. ,
thirty ache*.
feature %silt be published In
Hostesses will be Mrs. H. B. will be the scene of the Young
The !,,,,ase was built in 1945.
ro
'
be
arYil it give good service in
•••
September and news can lie obBailey. Jr, Mrs. Henry -Hargis, Matrons meeting on Thursday ev,I
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Baa -rst
i
wears Will it drycleana" are imtained onls through your coGroup II of the CWF of Inc children. Linda. Judy and Sharon.
Mrs. Verne Kyle, Mrs. Ed F. ening - at seven-thirty o'clock. Mrs
operation.
First Cbristian Church swill meet - arid Mrs Cliffeird Dodd have cc.
Kirk. Mrs.-- Johnny Parker, Mrs. Charles Oakley is to give the de- portant questions in aelecttrig coats
with Mrs. C. E. Broach at twoa • turned tram Orlando. ha.. where
Wayne ,Dear. and Mrs. Castle votion and Mrs. Harrywood Gray and jackets. Many boy's jackets
•••
have a water repellent finish,
thirty o'clock
is program leader.
Parker.
Mrs. H. J.
'a-they visaed Mr. and Mrs.. HardeB. TRAILER COMING
r
Bryan is chairman of the group. which makes it important to ask,
I man Nix and daughter, Betty.
• ••
• • •
"Is it necessary to have this finOne c.tizi r. of the Untied States
' They also visited Daytora Beach
Thursday. September 4
The other group of the CWF, ieh replaced when the jacket ts
Superior Ambulance Service
dies
every
anct
tta
other
rive
points
minutes
of
for
interest.
Alter
I
roses
has
approximateThe Young Matrans Graup of
the Business Guild, will meet lat- drycleaned7" And this is a good
Equipped with Oxygen
TubercuLsosis. One case of Tuber- ly 'the consistency of butter an*
_
the CWF
.• •
ex in the month. Mrs Robert question to ask when you select
culosis will infect nine to twelve is never found as-d liquid except
FUNERAL HOME"
FRIENDLY
"THE
u c will Ines! a !a. alas Hen- I Mr. And Mrs. Jimmy
Holland is chairman of the Guild. your child's rainwear too.
Rickna-in people in a year. One case of in the very
warmest weather.
There
is
a
wide
variety
4th
311
Murray,
St.
N.
of
Ky. Phone 88
faband Mr. and a4raa Hey
ntworthy Tubareulosas is a potential threat
In its fritten years of existence,
4111.11.1111.1111.1=111106 vacationed at -Lookout
rics to select from when it comes
Mountain to your cominunity. Something -All-American
Rose Selections has
to skirts, jumpers and trousers.
via' the weekend.
must be done NOW
named 39 fuSt's :is the v.0:1-1 fin, at
It's a good idea to check the
• • •
-- —
label for fabric information that
Mojave. one of the All-Am.'rican
will guide you in your selection—
_y McFeatteri
h
I rose winners for 1954 is named for
information on colorfastness, and
By ELIZABETH ToomEr
•,,:sacisaa -• .- California.
SUNDAY and MONDAY
if the fabric has 'been Processed
- t oiled Press Mart Correspondent for shrinkage control. It has been
"FLAT TOP"
found that some sweaters made In Thrilling Color
PJP
Pip
. New York. 1P—Dare ato be dif*JP
from the new "miracle fibers"
Starring' Sterling Hayden
ferent, Jane Derby adviser omen pill
and ,ball-up in wear; some
and Richard Carlson
aa,
and dress to please yourself,
appear greyed after cleaning.
_
Mrs. Derby. a designer with
•••
Tuesday and Wednesday
plenty of daring ideas up her CHORUS TO 'SING
AT
sleeve, thinks we're too inclined NATIONAL
siATIONALlr ADVERTISED
COUNCIL
I to wear clothes the way they
The Fayette County Homemakcrane off tbe store dummies. - ers Chorus of 24 voices %illsing
"Change the buttons. change the on the program of the
17th ani
R
belt, or sew a little Piece 0!!nual Natumal Home Demonstralo ies"be
sti
se
f lion Council Meeting 111
black piping on the neckTk
Guaranteed and Regisieted
_Bost.n.
o'
ulid
x itdrsoessit
.h."k
osuteds
l
ge
su.g
Mass.. Aug. 29 to Sept. a. They I
Fornous for Over 100 Yen,cn you."
will open the program at which ,
to pleas" Governor Christian
A. Herter of
we'.
"Now
insisted.
..;•-toarelf."
she
Parker's Jewelry
Massachusetts will speak.
•• dressing to please citaer woThe half-hour program, made uu
—
Murray's Oldest
in-en." she added. abecausseuvery- in part of Stephen Foster
selecH
, Since 1895
I body's become so style conscious
ions, will be directed by Mrs.1
I that wardrobes are sometimes more
Lewis Rabinson.
fashionable than becoming"
The homemakers will travel by
--If a full skirt is completely
chartered bus, necessary
funds
Parker Jewelry Pleases
out of style. wear It anyway if
having been rained through -rnmthat's what looks best on you,"
mage sales, by their singing at
the designer said emphatically.
luncheon clubs, and through conAnything goes when a good detributions from homemakers clucs
signer starts combining
fabrics
in the county.
and colors. Mrs.- Derby thinks a
Mrs. Ruth Saunders home derrlittle of the same originality could
()nitration agent with the Univer- be developed by any clothes-mind-I ity
Kind of figured they'd put up a fight against the merger!
of Kentucky. and Mrs. G
ed-women.
Erricksnn, accompanist, also w..
"I started using denims in high- make
,
the trip.
priced 'clothes and put flieslace
_One of tile first homemakers
over
when
khaki
else
nobody
lea LOS ANGELES fje ttis depertation hearing, trouble piles on trouble
choruses in the state to be orwould dream of trying it. she refar sangar Dick Hayrnes as he faces process servers representing
ganized, the group has been singcalled. Her thickly-carpeted show- ing
his wife. Ns former wife, and a department store. Here Heymes
for the past six years under
(right) 11- de'rved a back alimony subpoena on behalf of Joanne Dru,
overlooking
Central Park in- the
room
leadership of Mrs Robinson,
former wife. In middle is his attorney, Robert A. Eaton. He also
dicated the experiments had been and has made
several Ft Itf•-•Aido
a as served with Nora Eddington Haymes' divorce papers. And ana financial success
appearances.
stilt r server tagged him for $400 bill.
"It's not the fabric any more"
(frtfernattongiSolindPhoto)
she said, "it's the way you use it.
Separates have
given
women
plenty of chance to make original
combinations in their own ward
robes. but Mee Derby says she's
"seen little evidence of it."
Street and work clothes should
be simple and conservative. she
acknowledged, but at home and in
the evening a woman"-should go
an out with her own ideas...eras
"Don't just hang a lot of beads
or tie a scarf at your neck," she
advised. "That's been overdone.
But concentrate on your waistline
or your arms for acceasones that
A A.
*
are becoming- to
you.
Wear
V
tweeds to a formal party if they're
made right for evening wear. Pin
The Hard, Tough
ntis Toniiht
fancy buckles on your shoes. Experiment until
you find
what
Life Story Of
TONY CURTIS
makes a dress or suit look beat i
on_ you, then don't be -afraid to
in
try it."
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